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Abstract - The fossil fuels are unable to meet energy demand thus requirement of the grid connected photovoltaic system arises which increases the importance of the DC/AC converters. Hence the study of control strategies employed on it needs to be studied to enhance performance and efficiency. This paper discuss about different topologies, international grid standard, power processing stages in system, MPPT, challenges and the control strategies for converter. A review is done on control strategies for converter (AC and DC side). Also a comparative analysis is done between different strategies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The thrust to reduce pollution and green house gases generating from the thermal power plants, Renewable energy sources has gained significant importance as a new source of energy to meet the growing demand of energy [1]. India is country where the solar radiation is received in huge amount. The solar radiation received in the country per year is equivalent to 5100kWh that is greater than the annual energy requirement of the country. The estimated renewable power generation as on 31.03.2017 is 10, 01, 132 MW in India which constitute solar power of 649342 MW i.e. 64.86% of total power. The total installed capacity of grid connected renewable sources, which was 42849.38 MW as on 31.03.2016, had gone up to 57244.23 MW as on 31.03.2017 which shows the increment of 33.59% during period. Solar power is around 21.47% out of total installed generation capacity of renewable power as on 31.03.2017 [2].

The growth in installation of grid connected PV system increase due to incentives and support given by the Government. Thus, it becomes necessary to study the control strategies employed in grid connected solar photovoltaic systems. As grid connected PV inverters deals with alternating current mode and direct current mode, the control of both AC side or grid side and DC side or PV side comes into picture. Out of both controls DC side control is simpler than AC side control.

2. CONFIGURATION OF GRID CONNECTED PHOTOVOLTAIC (PV) INVERTERS

The grid connected PV inverters have different configuration that can be categorised in three types, the central inverter topology, String topology and Module topology [3]. The three types are explained below with their advantages and disadvantages. Also they are shown in following figure (1).

Fig -1: Configuration of PV Inverter

In the design of central inverter topology to increase voltage rating a number of PV modules are connected in series and these series connected PV modules are commonly referred as String. By using string diodes, power level can be increased by connecting strings in parallel. Then interconnected PV module is connected to centralised inverter to main grid [3-4]. The central inverter topology have some disadvantages such as: (a) losses due to voltage difference (b) losses among PV modules and losses in string diodes (c) interconnection between inverter and PV module needs high voltage DC cable. (d) In this topology line commutated thyristors are used which provides current harmonics and poor power quality [4-6].

In string inverter topology each string is connected with inverter called string inverter and then connected to the grid. The string inverter topology is reduced form of a central inverter topology. Recently string inverter topology is become popular. Distinct MPPT technique is applied to each and every string. The range of power is around 5 kW. Losses in diode string get eliminated. The effect of partial shading is also reduced. The efficiency of string topology is greater than central inverter topology by 1-3%. In module topology instead of strings, each PV module is connected to its corresponding inverter [7-9]. Below table shows comparison between different topologies [3-4].
Table 1: Comparison between topologies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Central</th>
<th>String</th>
<th>Modular</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power Rating</td>
<td>1-50 MW</td>
<td>1-5 kW per String</td>
<td>500-600 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Advantages   | 1. Lower cost  
2. Robust  
3. Easy maintenance | 1. String diode losses eliminated  
2. Decent Consistency  
3. Flexible design & Structure  
4. Reduction in partial shading energy | 1. Each panel can be optimally tracked  
2. No mismatch loss between modules  
3. Flexible to expand design |
| Disadvantages| 1. Mismatch losses are high  
2. Low reliability | 1. Suitable to low power rating  
2. Sensitivity of Inverter increases | 1. Low efficiency  
2. Difficult maintenance |
| Usage        | Residential applications | Large Power plant Application | Not generally used. |

2. DIFFERENT INVERTER TOPOLOGIES

Depending upon components and configuration used, inverters are classified in various categories. This differentiation is based on the factors like number of stages power processing has and transformer connection. Each category is briefly explained as below:

2.1 Depending Upon Power Processing Stages

This category is again sub divided into two types those are single stage and multistage inverter which are described below:

In a single stage inverter system, the inverter has to do various tasks such as control of grid current, maximum power tracking and amplification of voltage if needed. In a single stage converter design, it has to handle twice the peak power. As shown in following equation:

\[ P_{grid} = \frac{2P_{grid} sin^2(\omega_{grid} t)}{1} \] (1)

Where \( \omega_{grid} \) is frequency of grid and \( P_{grid} \) is the peak grid power. Following is the block diagram for single stage inverter shown in figure (2)[10-11].

An inverter design having power processing stages more than one is called as multi stage inverter. The most common arrangement for any multistage inverter contains two stages of power processing. One is DC-DC converter and another is DC-AC converter (inverter) [12]. As shown in following figure (3):

In such type of inverter first stage performs voltage amplification while in second stage it converts DC into the AC. To wipe out the voltage spikes and pass on the DC component of PV source, power decoupling is needed in single stage as well as multi stage inverter. A decoupling is done by using a electrolytic capacitor of higher capacitance. There are two ways of placing the capacitor in the system. One is parallel to PV module and another as a DC link in between two converter stages [13-14]. The capacitor link is shown in below figure (4) [4].

The purpose of the inverter in system is the conversion of power from DC to AC at high switching frequency. Thus, functioning at such higher switching frequency results into unwanted switching transients. These transients are blocked by DC capacitor link from moving in backward direction to protect PV module. But at higher temperature capacitor’s life is less as compared to other components in inverter also the cost and bulky size are some disadvantages of the capacitor. Research is going on small film capacitor as an alternative [15].

2.2 Transformer and Transformerless Inverters

Depending upon the presence or absence of transformer inverters are divided in two types i.e. transformer based and transformerless inverters. To eliminate the issue of DC current injection to grid from PV
module line frequency transformers are used also it helps for galvanic isolation between grid and PV module. But line frequency transformers are large in size which raises the overall cost of the system [3–4]. Whereas, transformerless topology is, cost effective with higher efficiency compared to transformer based topology. To deal with DC injection problem separate circuitry need to be installed in transformerless inverter topology.

3. International Grid Standards

Below table shows international grid standards [10].

Table -2: Grid Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>IEC 61727</th>
<th>IEEE 529</th>
<th>IEC 1547</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nominal Power</td>
<td>U.K.</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DC Current Injection</td>
<td>Less than 1.0% of rated output current.</td>
<td>The PV system should not inject DC current if voltage of grid is less than 0.3% of the rated inverter output current.</td>
<td>Less than 0.3% of the full rated output current.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harmonic currents (Order-h) limits</td>
<td>[3–9]: 4.0% (11–15): 2.0% (17–21): 1.5% (23–35): 0.8%</td>
<td>[3–9]: 4.0% (11–15): 1.0% (17–21): 1.5% (23–35): 0.6%</td>
<td>&lt; 4% for (2–0)h, &lt; 2% for (11–16)h, &lt; 1.5% for (17–12)h, &lt; 0.6% for (23–34)h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Range for Normal Operation</td>
<td>50 ± 1 Hz</td>
<td>55.3–60.5 Hz</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voltage Range for Normal Operation</td>
<td>85–110% (196–259) V</td>
<td>88–100% of nominal voltage, Inverter should sense abnormal voltage and respond.</td>
<td>*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Control Schemes For DC/AC Converter

For grid connected inverter, control strategies need to be employed on two parts i.e. control for dc side (PV module) and control for ac side (grid). In order to extract maximum amount of power from the power module MPPT technique is widely used on the DC side. For AC side control different types of current controllers are used for synchronisation with grid. MPPT and different controllers are discussed below in briefly.

4.1 DC Side Control Using MPPT

There is a difference between the mechanical tracking (sun tracking) and MPPT of solar PV modules. In the case of mechanical tracking, we mechanically rotate PV modules in order to intercept maximum radiation by the module (hence maximizes power generation) under a given condition, But in MPPT, There is no need of mechanical rotation of the PV module; this part is carried out by the electronic circuit. The MPPT mechanism uses an electronic circuitry and an algorithm. The MPPT mechanism is depends upon the principle of impedance matching between the load and PV module, which is essential to transfer the maximum power [16]. Different Methods are ther for MPPT namely Perturb and observe, Incremental open circuit etc. Comparisons between few MPPT methods are given below [17–18].

Table -3: Comparision In MPPT Techniques

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MPPT Method</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Convergence Speed</th>
<th>Complexity</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perturb and observe</td>
<td>Checks difference between current and next instant of points on P-V curve</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>99.3% of the actual maximum power</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incremental conductance</td>
<td>Observes slope of P-V curve and finds maximum power region</td>
<td>Faster than P&amp;O</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>99.2% of actual P_max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fractional open circuit</td>
<td>Uses relation V_mpp=R<em>K</em>V_{oc} to find MPP</td>
<td>Less</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>93.1% of actual P_max</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 AC Side Current Control Techniques

Current control is necessary for the stability of grid current. A controller is design such that it compares grid reference current with actual grid current. The current controllers are divided into two types: linear and non linear current controllers. In linear current control techniques are sub divided into PI current control, PR resonant current control and dq frame current controls. The non linear current control techniques are sub divided into dead beat control, hysteresis current control and sliding mode control. These all controllers we will be briefly discuss below:
4.2.1 PI Current Control

The PI controller is part of the classical controller's family. This family consist of proportional integral derivative (PID), Proportional controller and Proportional derivative (PD) controllers. The proportional part of the PI controller is related to reduce the ripple or transients while integral part is related with the minimization of the error. The proportional controller’s steady state error is minimized by adding an integral component to a transfer function. The error signal is generated by comparing output current of the inverter with the reference current obtained from grid voltage. Then error signal is controlled by PI controller. The control signal from PI controller is then compared with triangular signals with constant switching frequency is used for obtaining PWM pulses [19]. The advantages of PI controllers are: less effect of DC side ripple on AC output waveforms of inverter and reduction in steady state error[20]. The typical block diagram of PI current control is shown below:

![PI Controller](image)

Fig -5: PI Controller

4.2.2 DQ Current Control

The current control gets easy when we convert AC component of current into DC. Using Clark's transformation three phase AC current component can equivalently converted into DC component.

Tracking controllers used for AC component of current are more complex than Set Point controllers used for DC components. So in DQ current control three phase AC components of currents are transformed into two DC components namely d and q, which 90° apart from each other. Application of PI controller is there in dq control. Here as shown in figure (6)

![dq Control Strategy](image)

Fig -6: dq Control Strategy

4.2.3 PR Resonant Control

The implementation of the control technique is much simpler in PR compared to dq0. PI and PR controllers works in similar manner but they operate in two different operating frame. PI controller is efficient in tracking DC component while PR controllers are good in tracking AC signals. The integration take place in PI and PR are different. In PR controller integrator integrates frequencies which are closer to resonant. Harmonic compensation in PR controller is poor [20].

4.2.4 Hysteresis Controllers

Hysteresis control is one of the non linear current control techniques. It is simple and robust control technique. An adaptive band of controller must create to attain stable switching frequency, which is necessary step for the implementation of the hysteresis controller [21]. Following is the block diagram for the hysteresis controller implemented to grid connected PV system.

![Hysteresis Control Technique](image)

Fig -7: Hysteresis Control Technique

4.2.5 Sliding Mode Control

It is another non linear current control technique. Due to its robustness and improved performance it have been used extensively for the regulation of PWM inverter's output voltage. The performance of sliding mode control depends upon sliding surface and sampling time.
Advantage of sliding mode control technique is it’s insensitivity towards parameter changes and load disturbance. Thus it is suitable for time varying system. It regulates system to follow trajectories defined by sliding surface which is similar to hysteresis band in hysteresis controller. To work system in desired manner, system has to be in equilibrium state. For design of sliding mode control three elements are necessary: sliding surface, equivalent control and selecting non linear control input to meet Lyapunov stability criterion [22].

4.2.6 Modified Ramp Control

In this control phase shift error is absent because phase shifter is used in it. A comparison is done between triangular waves and error signal. Triangular waves are of constant amplitude and frequency while error signals are derived from current controller. It is a non linear current control technique.

4.2.7 Predictive Controllers

With use of system model, predictive controllers predict the future response of the controlled parameters. Although it is easy in implementation it has more number of calculations than PI or PID controllers. Deadbeat controller is type of predictive controller. In which error is nullified at end of each cycle by selecting proper voltage vector. Model predictive controller (MPC) is also one of the types of predictive controllers.

4.2.8 Current Regulated Delta Controller

In this controller the switching frequency can be controlled desirably by using latching device. This controller is same as hysteresis controller except latching device. The latching device can enable by using clock signal.

4.2.9 Direct Power Control

In conventional direct power control method, three phase quantities are converted into dq axis frame and by using current control loop active and reactive power was derived. But in direct power control method using sliding surface three phase abc vectors transformed into qδ stationary reference frame. Then actual power is calculated using following equations

\[
P_{(actual)} = -1.5(V_{gδ1}g_α + V_{gδ2}g_β) \tag{2}
\]

\[
Q_{(actual)} = -1.5(V_{gδ1}g_β - V_{gδ2}g_α) \tag{3}
\]

The actual value of power is compared with reference value. Then state variable of sliding surface F is calculated with respect to power P and Q [3][23]. After that \( V_δ \) is calculated using following equation

\[
V_δ = (1/D)[(F_δ + K_{δ1}sgn(S_δ) + F_δ + K_{δ2}sgn(S_δ))] \tag{4}
\]

Finally using pulse width modulation, gate pulses are given to inverter. The advantage of this method is fast dynamic response.

5. Conclusion

The fossil fuels are getting vanished, so research and development in field of renewable energy sources is necessity of a time. In this paper we discussed that India is a country which is blessed with abundance of solar radiation. To extract energy from solar radiation we discussed, different formation of photovoltaic modules, different topologies of inverter and international grid standards. We also studied the importance of transformer in grid connected photovoltaic system and advantages and disadvantages of number of power processing stages in the PV inverter grid connected system. The MPPT is widely used technique to extract maximum power from PV modules. The current controllers are divided into linear and non linear current controllers. We reviewed the controllers briefly with their block diagram, advantages and disadvantages. So connecting PV inverters to grid requires selection of proper current controllers and also proper implementation of the MPPT techniques. Increasing efficiency of PV panels, reducing cost of the overall system and eliminating maximum of harmonics generated by switching operation of converters can be the future scope.
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